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Abstract: Due to the augmented engrossment of technology in security, everything moves towards a
cohesive system. Smart cyber-lock technology is one of the eminent concepts with the potential to
solve emerging safety and security issues. This work aims to establish an efficient system of safety and
security through the integration of smart cyber-locks with a software package. The smart monitoring
and evaluation of security-intensive sites are accomplished through cyber-link software, and the
audit reports of security processes are generated on a quarterly basis. The comparative analyses
of the case study data represent that the illegal security breaches decline quite noticeably after the
successful implementation and synchronization of cyber-security locks with SCADA software.

Keywords: cyber-lock; cyber-security; cyber-link; surveillance; smart technology; monitoring and
evaluation

1. Introduction

Cyber-locks are known as key-centric access control systems considered to increase
security, liability, and authorized control of a system. The inimitable design of electronic-
lock cylinders and programmable smart-keys of cyber-locks resolve the security difficulties
that no other scheme can [1]. Cyber-audit is a software that is used in project security
management and allows for the assignment of keys by setting expirations and staff moni-
toring, audit trails, access schedules, and custom reports. It manages the schedules with
administrative and customized access to the individuals who hold a key in the concerned
department. The generated output is used to create custom audit reports with email notifi-
cations for specific events. The questions of when, who, and why are evaluated through
data analysis using an authorized identification process [2].

The Internet of Things (IoT)-enabled door lock system is used to manage automation
and has various advanced features. This smart-door locking system has the ability to open
and close the door through an authentication process [3]. Another study [4] addressed the
intelligent door lock system built on raspberry Pi (RPI). The system was synchronized with
Android and Java (enterprise edition) EE to scan the concerned persons’ fingerprint data as
the input interface, and RPI cameras were used for the process of monitoring in the door
lock. Hadis et al. [5] demonstrated that the dependence related to the access is reduced
with the control over the server in a cyber-lock system. Attributes are set that have the role,
date, location, and fine-granted control for the access permissions.

The application and usefulness of cyber-locks have been addressed by numerous stud-
ies; however, there is a scarcity in research focused on the synchronization of smart-locks
with software for efficient vigilance. Therefore, this study would attempt to integrate cyber-
locks and SCADA (supervisory control and data acquisition) software for the proficient
monitoring and enhancement of the security of an asset.
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2. Methodology

This research scheme is divided into two parts: (i) monitoring and (ii) evaluation.
Cyber-link and SCADA software are managed in parallel for the synchronization of results.
For the live monitoring of sites where cyber-locks are installed, the SCADA system is con-
trolled and managed from the control room of the parent organization. Default parameters
are set in SCADA through which non-stop (24/7) data monitoring is accomplished. The
SCADA is operated through the telecommunication signals, so if any signal issue occurs,
its modem stops the communication. Due to this issue, the SCADA software requires a
reset, and an ON-SCAN alarm is produced for enduring the communication process. On
completion of the reset, the SCADA is again managed from the control room and further
developments are performed. Cyber-link software is checked and analyzed in parallel after
every scheduled activity of the site.

The interface of cyber-link software is divided into three main portions for the moni-
toring process, as depicted in Figure 1. All data related to cyber-locks are communicated
over the software that is checked and analyzed through three main sections. The first is
about the display of a cyber-lock activity report, in which complete details of each activity
over the site are noted with the proper date and time marked. The second section is related
to the history of key/lock attempts performed over the site. The third section is associated
with the access chart, as it shows the key assignments to the concerned lock and person.
Only the concerned person with their unique key could open the lock; otherwise, an alarm
is produced due to unauthorized attempts, in case any other/invalid key is inserted in
the lock.
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In case of an issue observed in an activity report, prompt action is taken by checking
the access chart. Through an access chart, the two situations are analyzed in parallel
by checking the concerted activities’ times, both in the cyber-link and SCADA (alarm
time). Both of them are synchronized; hence, the data evaluation process is accomplished.
Through data analysis, a security breach is checked out, and as a result of this, key access is
finalized. If any type of security breach is observed in the data, the following three steps
are performed: (i) The organization reports to the IT department to check other parameters
and security breaches for the clearance of other activities. (ii) The concerned supervisor is
immediately called to stop the site activities without any delay. (iii) Written evidence is
mandatory from the concerned person of the site and consumer; otherwise, the issue is not
resolved. By examining all the results, if an issue is identified and then the responsibility
is fixed regarding the breach source, the key for the concerned zone is stop If no issue is
noticed and/or the issue is resolved at the same time, then the site activities are sustained
without any interruption.

3. Results and Discussion

The quarterly audit data of five sites were used to analyze the results of breaches
before and after the cyber-locks’ synchronization with SCADA software. Additionally,
three types of security breaches were observed: user premises access, cyber-attacks, and
human error, as shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. Results of security breaches before and after synchronization of cyber-link and SCADA.

User premises access attempts were large in number before the synchronization of
cyber-locks and SCADA, as site supervisors approached the system easily and made
physical changes on the site without any fear of being caught. However, after the installation
and synchronization of cyber-locks and SCADA, user premises access without notice
became very difficult, and more than one access in a day required written permission.
Cyber-attacks happened on modem data and other site systems; hackers tried to gain
access to site data. Cyber-attacks were also managed successfully without compromising
on security because consumers and supervisors were both alerted after the synchronization
of the system. Human errors occurred mostly due to the reset issue of the modem and
other systems installed over the site. Team members neglected some issues during the
troubleshooting and routine work on the site. Due to the negligence of supervisors and
other team members, human errors were faced before the synchronization of the system. It
was observed that human errors were also reduced to some extent after the modification
of the system but not completely. The comparison of all security breach data in Figure 2
represents that the user premises access was reduced quite significantly, from 40 to 21,
whereas the cyber-attacks and human errors were also decreased, from 13 to 9 and 35 to
24, respectively.
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4. Conclusions

The comparative results of this study encourage security-intensive organizations to
adopt cyber-security locks to enhance the safety and security of their assets. Through the
implementation and synchronization of cyber-link and SCADA, security breaches were
reduced to a significant extent. User premises access breaches were controlled properly,
due to which site issues were decreased and efficient surveillance was maintained. Illegal
approaches to the site by the employees of an organization or outsiders became difficult
and incidents of security breaches were also minimized.
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